
Water and dust resistant material for 
ultimate gear protection. 

Provides comfortable and secure transportation 
of sensitive cine gear with total protection from 
the elements. Constructed of tough, high-quality 
materials including internal double-skin water-
resistant material, genuine leather strap and 
handles and wipe-clean outer fabric, the bag 
features a water- and dust-resistant liner with 
stuff pocket, designed without internal seams for 
easy care.

Industry-standard size for convenient,  
low-cost transportation. 

Designed to fit into a standard Peli 1620 protector 
case for convenient shipping. On set, D-ring 
front and back fixing points enable carrying the 
bag Sherpa-style to spread the weight over the 
carrier’s back rather than just their shoulders. 
The bag also provides fixing points for use with 
additional rucksack straps or karabiner hooks.   

Unique ‘stays open‘ hinged lid and extra 
pouch for quick access to equipment.

Features a hinged lid that can stay open on set 
without putting sensitive equipment at risk. The 
stays on the bag’s hinged lid can be fixed to the 
inner bag liner or to D rings if the liner is zipped up. 
Also includes an extra pouch that can be carried on 
the user’s belt or fixed externally to the main bag. 
The pouch includes internal and external pockets 
for smaller items.

Customizable interior dividers adapt 
the bag to carry the widest range of 
accessories.

Includes seven heavy-duty dividers with double-
sided fastening strips, designed to secure all 
OConnor heads and accessories. Additional fixing 
points hold accessories such as pan bars and 
camera plates. Durable clear mesh pockets offer 
a view into the contents, and an additional pocket 
with a cover protects slates, documents, call 
sheets, and business cards.
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PRODUCT NAME OConnor Camera Assistant Bag

PART # C1264-0001
EXT. DIMENSIONS 22 x 14.5 x 13.5” (57 x 37 x 34 cm)
MAIN INT. CAVITY DIMENSION 18 x 12 x 10.5” (46 x 30 x 27 cm)
IN THE BOX Bag, leather shoulder strap, 7 inserts

Product Specification


